
Main stream Science - false assumptions in biology 

Research  has been highjacked by pseudoscientists and technocrats  that are 
trying  to manipulate and control  knowledge and are driving a global agenda.
Billions are wasted on dangerous and harmful pseudoscience 

-war on life - anti -biome 
-war on invented invisible entities ie ‘viruses ‘ and toxic treatments and vaccines
-war on cancer 
-genetic engineering
-baseless neuro - research and delusional projects eg. Neuralink 

⸻⸻⸻
Disproven Molecular genetics , summaries

Source: https://wissenschafftplus.de/cms/de/newsletter-archiv
deep L translate 

Main takeaways- Dr Stefan Lanka

Nobel laureates see poor chances for gene
5 July 2013

question the idea of cancer genes and gene tests.
genetic engineering is a myth-misinterpretations and full of contradictions.

“So far, cancer patients are treated as if a car mechanic always removes the 
carburettor from all blue cars and always the spark plugs from all red cars - without 
looking at what is actually broken." 

 humans are mammals with corresponding biology,  



ie knowledge of patterns, perception, reflexes , reactions determine our behaviour . 
Knowledge and understanding of biology could help control  our behaviour and, thus,  
control many diseases.

⸻⸺-

What is epigenetics?
21 August 2013

DNA cannot be our hereditary material as it changes continuously and rapidly ( 
already known by some  20 years ago) 
Epigenetics was invented to keep the belief  of inheritance through DNA 

 Epigenetics 
-The idea: genes would change continuously but still be responsible for heredity.
-an attempt to build a bridge between belief and reality
-comercialised as personalised medicine 
-reinforces the existing fear of one's own body and diagnosis, as they cannot offer an 
explanation or a therapy.  So they do even more harm. 

⸻⸺

Triple sensational Nobel Prize
8th Oct. 2013

Research keeps finding things that confirm what we say.

The Nobel Committee deserves a lot of thanks, because the 2013 Nobel Prize in 
Medicine proves three important things at the same time.

"The three laureates have solved the mystery of how cells organise their transport 
system," says Nobel Committee Chair Juleen Zierath. 

By means of small vesicles called vesicles, which are 



formed from membranes from the cell nucleus and
modified along membrane systems, 
cells carry out the transport of substances and energy. 

These small vesicles, the "trucks of the body" are precisely the cellular particles that 
are passed off as disease-causing viruses. 
We have been pointing out this fact in publications since 1994. 

These vesicles are not designed to jump from one organism to another, which is 
why they are not stable outside the cell and cannot be isolated. 
When asked about isolations of viruses, such as HIV, it was not uncommon to hear that 
isolation was difficult because it was too unstable.

The membranes from which the transport vesicles are formed consist of the 
surface tension membrane of water, called "dense water" by the discoverer Dr. 
Augustin and ice form no. 10 by modern physics. 
This “dense water” is 
 produced with the help of RNA and DNA in the cell nucleus and 
forms a tightly packed membrane system throughout the cell. 

It is the primary biological energy form called Qi in Chinese medicine and Prana in 
Indian medicine.

If the fact of dense water becomes known in research, there can be an immediate 
quantum leap in understanding the living, health and disease and the origin of life. 

The surface tension of water also proves that 
cohesion, symbiosis is the basis of life and 
not struggle

Dr Stefan Lanka
⸻⸻⸻⸻



From some comments 

Ribosomes real? Protein biosynthesis there? From where amino acids?

Ribosomes  are a very interesting and critical point of the theory.
Ribosome have  not been proven to exist - see Harold Hillman -  an electron 
microscope artefact.
It is claimed that ribosomes  make the magic happen , ie. the converting code (DNA, 
RNA) into life takes place.

If DNA is  really a code, which has never been proven, then the ribosomes must be 
able to read and understand it in order to carry out the instructions. 
The biosynthesis of proteins (in all its steps including DNA as the alleged double helix 
data storage) is  only a theoretical model. 

The comparison to a computer. 
The crucial thing for the function is not the programme (DNA/RNA), but the processor 
(ribosome). And there is also I/O, *( see footnote)
because proteins are supposed to be produced there. 
The ribosome is called a simple converter, but the operation on the ribosome can 
never be simple, it is the heart of the whole thing. 

It can remain an open question for now ,  an unsolved mystery.  One does not need to 
make up  and think up a new model to invalidate the old one. 
It is more honest to say we do not know ,offer the best provable explanation  within the 
current understanding in the  knowledge  that  a better answer may come.

But most people expect answers and solutions. It's a psychological question. 
That's what makes people tick. 
Some answer will always be more successful than no answer.
If the answer comes across as very complex and terminologically daunting, like 
molecular biology, there will be very few people left to deal with it, let alone critically 
question it.

⸻⸺-



* I/O

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Input/output
“In computing, input/output (I/O, or informally io or IO) is the communication between an 

information processing system, such as a computer, and the outside world, possibly a 

human or another information processing system. Inputs are the signals or data received 

by the system and outputs are the signals or data sent from it. The term can also be used 

as part of an action; to "perform I/O" is to perform an input or output operation.

I/O devices are the pieces of hardware used by a human (or other system) to 
communicate with a computer. For instance, a keyboard or computer mouse is an input 
device for a computer, while monitors and printers are output devices. Devices for 
communication between computers, such as modems and network cards, typically 
perform both input and output operations.

The designation of a device as either input or output depends on perspective. Mice and 
keyboards take physical movements that the human user outputs and convert them into 
input signals that a computer can understand; the output from these devices is the 
computer's input. Similarly, printers and monitors take signals that computers output as 
input, and they convert these signals into a representation that human users can 
understand. From the human user's perspective, the process of reading or seeing these 
representations is receiving output; this type of interaction between computers and 
humans is studied in the field of human–computer interaction. A further complication is 
that a device traditionally considered an input device, e.g., card reader, keyboard, may 
accept control commands to, e.g., select stacker, display keyboard lights, while a device 
traditionally considered as an output device may provide status data, e.g., low toner, out of 
paper, paper jam.”

⸻⸻⸻—

Putting it into some context .
Most concepts in  main stream biology are false and  have been disproven .
The better understanding of biology comes from independent researchers . 
One of the few voices who tries  to inform the public with his findings and the  findings 
of  other independent researchers is Dr Stefan Lanka.

“ Our materialism was born in Greece about 2500 years ago.
 Not only did it give birth to the cell theory, from which inevitably flow the infection, 
immune, gene and cancer theories. It has created the greatest fear imaginable in those 
who were and are addicted to materialistic superstition: the meaninglessness of life 
resulting from this view and the extinction of everything through death.



Materialism has incorporated the religiously established scheme of good-evil 
superstition into the scientific way of looking at things. As a consequence, this 
prevents man from understanding himself and "the other" .”
( Source- deep L translate- 18 January 2021 - Dr Stefan Lanka) 
https://wissenschafftplus.de/cms/de/newsletter-archiv)

Some of the delusional thinking comes from people who are  openly driving the 
‘official’  agenda. They  seem to be ignorant of how  biology works and what is possible 
in biology.

A few of the  people and their background:
-Ray Kurzweil ( “inventor” and   “futurist”), 
-Prof. Yuval Noah Harari is “a historian, philosopher and best-selling author of 
'Sapiens' and 'Homo Deus”
- Elon Musk -“ business magnate and inventor “
- Bill Gates - “business nagnate , software developer, investor, author, and 
philanthropist.”

That  is how they may have come up with the idea of transhumanism , neuralink , etc.  , 
out of materialism,  wrongly ascribing  computer operating system  to  biology . 

Psychopath like Kurzweil , Harari , Gates , Musk and other with technological 
background who have great  financial influence and power  but   no understanding of  
true biology may assume and even believe  that some form of immortality  and control 
over  other humans and life can be achieved by microchipping and injecting lab 
produced  and potentially harmful and lethal   biotechnologies  into people . 
Through the media and pathological fear campaigns they  managed to  convinced 
people  it was  for their own good to participate in experimental injections.
Similar to a suicidal cult , they promote superstitions and false theories as ‘science’ 
and  majority seem to have stopped thinking and just follow these self proclaimed 
gurus who keep them ‘happy’ with  fairytales and very dubious bio injectables. 

“ Historian Yuval Noah Harari told 60 Minutes he believes human brains will be “hacked,” and 
soon, saying artificial intelligence will use data to manipulate users into doing its bidding.



(Source: https://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/security/a38147393/ai-hack-
brains/)

Over a century  of Rockefeller funded  schooling and ‘ science’ ; generational 
conditioning and relentless propaganda has resulted in global indoctrination.  
People in  main , but also  in alternative circles believe these false concepts and that 
microchipping  and other nanotechnologies work in biology and it may be possible to 
link humans  to computers.

Decades  of indoctrination to trust in  trial and error orthodox way of 
‘practicing ‘medicine  and selling  to the vulnerable who succumb to false promises  of 
‘ outwitting’ pain and death.  
The sinister agenda and the new  experimental and disproven bio- technologies eg.  
mRNA ,, are being promoted  as some of the few ‘life-saving’ options available to 
humans.

One has to wonder if the  graphene oxide stories and the  claimed self assembly 
technology in the ‘covid’ vials  are   just misinterpretations  or deliberately leaked  
stories , a convenient psychological conditioning to keep the transhumanism theory as 
feasible.

They may have gotten the delusional idea that life  and humans are some form of a 
bio-computers as the consensus in main stream science interprets the brain as an 
information control centre. (  similar to I/ O in computing)
But:

The brain, like every nervous system, is an energy switching centre.( see-w-plus)

So their claim is not applicable to biology.  
That does not mean  that the delusional psychopath  and pseudoscientists will  not 
keep trying if they can get away with it . Unfortunately the  majority of people has gone 
along with a suicidal agenda.


